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 Study and measurement of cultivars stability in different conditions had special place in 

plant breeding. In order to determined yield stability and study interaction effects 

genotype × environment in 14 red been lines during two cropping years (2011-2012) in 

two stations. Broujerd and Khomean were evaluated. The combined analysis for grain 

yield of treatments was indicated there were significant differences for effects year × 
place, genotype, genotype × place × years. In base on interaction genotype × place × 

year for careful study in genotypes and yield stability from different methods at stability 

were used. Stability parameters including: environmental variance, environmental 
variance coefficient (Cvi), Ecovalance (wi2), Shokla stability variance, regression 

coefficient (bi), deviation from regression coefficient (Sdi2), determination coefficient 

for all genotypes were calculated. According to parameters criteria were used, 
genotypes numbers (4) in often parameters stability were indicated ideal form and for 

future experiments were recommended. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Study and evaluation of the amount of values consistency in different environmental conditions is of 

notable importance in plants modification programs and for this reason, we should try to choose a cultivar that 

can be advised in more than one location and for some different regions. When the values are compared in 

different environmental conditions, their yield may not be same. Changes in genotypes relative yield in a 

spectrum of different environmental conditions are attributed to genotype bilateral effects X environment. The 

bilateral effect of genotype and environment could have different facets. For example, a special environmental 

difference can effect on some genotypes. One of the methods for reducing bilateral effects of genotype in 

environments is to select a consistent genotype. Without examination and recognition of genotype bilateral 

effects in the environment, drawing a conclusion from different better-agriculture-and-race experiments is not so 

valid because the reaction of genotypes is diverse in different environments [1]. The existence of bilateral effect 

of genotype in environment reduces consistency values and causes reduction in values efficiency in some 

environments. The reaction of different genotypes is usually because of diverse response of gens and/or their 

different manifestation power in different environments [2, 3]. If there exists the bilateral effect, in addition to 

yield rate, the values consistency also should be considered in their introduction [4]. Romagosa and Fox [5] 

categorized evaluation methods of agricultural consistency in four classes including the methods based on 

variance segregation, regression methods, distribution-free methods and multi-variety methods. This study aims 

to use consistency statistics in order for examine bilateral effect of genotype and environment. 

 

Methods: 

 14 genotypes of red bean were selected and examined in two agricultural years (2011-12) in two stations of 

Broujerd, Khomein according to accidental complete blocks with four replicates. At the end of each agricultural 

year, the produce of experimental plots was separately harvested and grain yield of plots were measured. After 

collecting the information of these two stations, statistical calculations were done in the following way: 

1. The combined analysis of variance and F-test of change resources based on the expected value of mean 

squares with the proposition of places and years’ being random and genotypes being constant and comparison of 

combined mean of genotypes’ seed yield. 
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2. Environmental variance with Si2, Environmental variance coefficient (Cvi), Ecovalance with wi2, Shokla 

stability variance, regression coefficient (bi), deviation from regression coefficient (Sdi2), and determination 

coefficient (Ri2) [6, 7]. 

 

Results: 

 Regarding the achieved results of two-year combined analysis, location effects in year and genotype 

bilateral effect X year and place and also genotype’s main effect became significant in 1- percent probability 

(tab. 1). The significance of bilateral effect between genotype and location demonstrates that relative yield of 

genotypes differs from a place to place and significance of environment effect shows that environments differ 

regarding genotypes yield. The comparison of genotypes’ combined mean in two years demonstrated that 

genotypes 5, 2, 4, 6, 12 and 3, respectively, were of the most yields by having yield mean of 2906.2, 2756.7, 

2746.9, 2684.4, 2658.1 and 2628.6 kg in hectare.  

 
Table 1: The variance analysis of the red bean promoting lines in different regions. 

F MS degree of freedom (df) S.O.V. 

56.08** 15993133.09 1 Place 

46.09** 13143482.16 1 Year 

39.5** 11262799.34 1 Year × Place 

1.5ns 426450.85 12 Replication (Year × Place) 

5.89** 1680725.81 13 genotype 

2.25** 641098.02 13 genotype×Place 

4.55** 1296416.65 13 genotype×Year 

0.82ns 234499.62 13 genotype×Place×Year 

 285167 156 E 

  223 T 

  21.73=C.v 

 

 Before every selection, it was necessary to characterize the consistency extent of genotypes yield by using 

the methods of consistency analysis in order to identify the genotypes with high and consistent yield. Based on 

environmental variance method in which the variance of one genotype is calculated in different environments, 

genotypes 1, 8, 2 and 7 were consistent ones that among them genotypes 1 and 2 are suitable genotypes by 

having mean yield of more than whole mean. In environmental changes coefficient method, genotypes 9, 3 and 

13 were of more yield consistency by having less environmental changes coefficient. In Ecovalance Rick 

method, in which the amount of each genotype and environment, genotypes 1 and 6 were considered as 

consistent genotypes with the least Ecovalance rate (wi
2
). Based on Shokla stability variance in which 

consistency parameter is calculated based on remaining effects of two-way table of genotype and environment, 

genotypes 11 and 4 were recognized as consistent genotypes. R-square, in fact shows, a part of present changes 

in a genotype yield being the fit reason of a model and if the r-square is high, we can use this index to specify 

genotypes consistency. Among the examined genotypes, genotypes 4 and 6 were of high R-square and by using 

this method were recognized as consistent genotypes. In Eberhart and Russell method [8], three parameters of 

yield, regression coefficient and deviation from regression coefficient are applied to specify values consistency. 

According to this method, genotypes 4, 11 and 9 demonstrated good consistency in all environments by having 

a regression deviation near zero. In Finely and Wilkinson method [9] in which regression coefficient and 

genotypes yield are used to specify genotypes consistency, the genotypes 11, 2, 4 and 1 were of a regression 

coefficient near one.  

 In Perkins and Jinks [10] in which the regression of genotype and environment reciprocal effect on 

environmental index is calculated, genotypes 8 and 9 were suggested as the consistent genotype by having 

minimum regression and minimum deviation from regression. Regarding the used consistency principles, 

genotype no 4 showed a more suitable consistency in must methods that this genotype was suggested to 

agricultural programs and research and corresponding experiments. 
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